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Abstract 
This paper describes a method of producing projective curves with easily computed Hilbert 
function. 
This note describes a method of producing projective curves (or higher-dimensional 
varieties) with easily computed Hilbert function (that is, not requiring the use of 
Groebner bases). The motivation for this paper comes from several sources. First of 
all, it seems desirable to have more examples, especially Hilbert functions of curves of 
high degree. My method is illustrated by curves that have unusual Hilbert function, in 
that their h-vector, after a decrease, remains constant for an interval as long as one 
wishes, and include the counterexamples to the Hibi conjecture [3] given recently by 
Niesi-Robbiano [5]. Secondly, by [2] the generic hyperplane section of a reduced 
irreducible curve C in P” (over an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero) is 
a set of points X in uniform position in W-l. The Hilbert functions of points in 
uniform position in P” have not been characterized for n 2 3. Thus, my examples may 
be useful when contemplating points in uniform position. The methods used are 
a refinement of those developed in [7, Sections 2 and 4; 6, Section 51. 
First recall some terminology. If k is a field and A = oi z 0 Ai is a graded k-algebra, 
with A0 = k, A generated as a k-algebra by a finite number of elements of degree one 
(i.e. A is a standard G-algebra) then the PoincarC series PA(t) = xi 2 OHA t’ (where 
HA(i):= dim,&) is of the form (Cf=ohit’)/(l - t)d, where d is the Krull dimension of 
A. The vector (h,, h 1, . . . ,hd) (with ho = 1, hd # 0) is called the h-vector of A. The 
difference sequence AH, is defined by AH,_,(i) = HA(i) - HA(i - l), i 2 1, AHA = 1. 
The h-vector (extended by 0 in degrees > 6) is the dth difference sequence of HA. If A is 
Cohen-Macaulay then the h-vector is the Hilbert function of A modulo a regular 
sequence of elements of degree one, so we must have hi 2 1 for 0 I i I 6. 
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We have A r R/J, where R = k[x 0, . . . ,x?] (Xi indeterminates of degree one), and 
J is a homogeneous ideal. Let S = k[xl, . . . ,xI], and $ the dehomogenization 
homomorphism $ : R + S given by $(x,-,) = 1, +(Xi) = xi, i 2 1. The following the- 
orem is easily proved, or can be extracted from [4, Proposition 1.51. 
Theorem 1. Let k be a field, and let K be a k-algebra. Let 4: S + K be a k-algebra 
homomorphism, with I = ker(4). Let J be the homogenization of I with respect to x0. Let 
Vi be the k-subspace of K spanned by monomials of degree < i in the 4(xj) (1 5 j I r). 
Then the composition g:= $o$ induces isomorphisms 
(a) (WJh 2 Vi, 
(b) (R/(J, Xo)h = Vi/Vi- 1. 
Furthermore k = V. c VI c ... c Vi c ... is an increasing sequence of k-subspaces 
of K, and ViVj = Vi+j. Thus we can form the associated graded ring 
gr(V)=@i.O(Vi/Vi-l)(where V-1 =O), and 
(c) R/(J, x0) E gr( V) as rings (via the isomorphisms in (b)). 
We might remark that if K is an integral domain, then I is prime, and hence so also 
is J, and R/J is an integral domain. We apply the above Theorem first to monomial 
curves, and discuss variants later. 
Let S = k[x,, . . . ,x,] and R = k[x,, . . . , x,], as above. Let Y = (tl, . . . ,t,) be a set of 
distinct integers, with 1 5 tl < t2 < ... < t,. Define 4:s + k[x] by 4(xj) = X~J 
(1 5 j I r). Let Vi, as above, be the subspace of k[x] spanned by monomials of degree 
I i in the d(xj) (1 < j I r) and let gr( V) be as defined in Theorem 1. To indicate the 
dependence on Y write gr(Y) instead of gr( V). Similarly, define 4’:s + k[x]/x’r by 
4’(Xj) = xfj (1 I j I r), Vi the subspace of k[x]/x” spanned by monomials of degree 
I i in the 4’(Xj) (1 <j < r - 1) and let gr’(Y) be the associated graded ring 
@i~OvIIv~-l~ 
Definition 2. (a) Let d be an integer (d 2 0). A way of writing d as a sum of elements of 
Y will be called an Y-expression for d, and an Y-expression with the smallest possible 
number of elements will be called a minimal Y-expression for d. 
(b) The order of d relative to Y (notation order&d), or simply order(d) if there is 
no ambiguity) is the cardinality of a minimal Y-expression for d. 
There might be several such expressions. For example, if Y = { 1,3,4}, and d = 9, 
then d is of order 3, with two minimal Y-expressions 9 = 1 + 4 + 4 = 3 + 3 + 3. 
There is no loss in generality in assuming that gcd(Y) = 1. In all subsequent examples 
we will in fact have tl = 1, in which case clearly gcd(Y) = 1, orderY(n) is defined for 
all non-negative integers n, and order&n) I n. However some parts of the following 
theorem are proved in greater generality. 
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Theorem 3. Let 9 = {tI, . . . . t,}, with 1 I t1 < +.. < t,, and gcd(Y) = 1. 
(a) In the notation above, gr(SP)i has basis {xdj order9(d) = i}. The ring gr(9’) has 
k-basis {xd(ordery(d) is dejined}, with product x”xb = 0 if orderY(a + b) < or- 
dery(a) + order,(b) and xaxb = x’+~ . If ordery(a + b) = order9(a) + ordery(b). Zf 
m is suficiently large then dim&&Y),) = t, and multiplication 
x”:gr(Y), + gr(Y),+ 1 is an isomorphism. 
(b) Let 9’ = {tl,..., trel}, with gcd(Y’) = 1. Zf t, (always assumed > t,_1) is 
suficiently large, and we define 9’ by 9’ = {t 1, . . . ,t,}, then xtr is a non-zero-divisor in 
g&W. 
(c) IforderY, (tl) is dejined and xtr is a zero-divisor in gr(P’), then there is an integer 
a such that ordery (a) 2 order9,(a + t,) (which implies that x’r is a zero-divisor in 
gr(Y’)) 
(d) Ift, = 1, t, is as in(b), and a E Z, a 2 0, write a = t,q + a’ where 0 I a’ I t, - 1. 
Then a minimal Y-expression for a is qtr + (a minimal Y’-expression for a’). As 
a consequence orderY(a) = q + ordery,(a’). 
(e) Zf tI = 1 then gr(P’)/x’r E gr’(9’) if and only ifx’r is a non-zero-divisor in gr(9’). 
Proof. (a) The first assertions are obvious. Let N be an integer 
> (& - l)(t1 + tz + ... + t,_ 1) such that ordery(d) exists for every integer 2 N. If 
d 2 N the minimal Y-expression for d must contain t,. For if not then it must contain 
atleastt,ofoneoft, ,..., trml, say ti. But then we can replace t, copies of ti by ti copies 
oft,, shortening the expression. If d 2 N I claim that ordery(d + t,) = 1 + orderY(d). 
Clearly ordery(d + t,) 5 1 + order9(d). If ordery(d + t,) I orderY(d) then the min- 
imal Y-expression for d + t, must involve only elements of Y, otherwise we could 
cancel off a t, and get a shorter Y-expression for d. But this violates the assertion 
above that the minimal Y-expression for any integer 2 N contains t,. The integers 
{N + i IO I i I t, - l} contain one integer from each congruence class mod t,. Let 
n = max(order&N + i)), 0 I i 5 t, - 1. Then {N + i + (n - orderY(N + i))tp} con- 
tains t, elements of order n, one from each congruence class mod t,. If m 2 max(n, 
ordery(i)i c: N + 1) then there are exactly t, elements of order m, and adding t, gives 
a bijection between the elements of Y-order m and the elements of Y-order m + 1. 
The rest of part (a) follows. 
For (b) and (c) assume that order&t,) is defined. (Under the hypotheses of(b) this 
will be the case if t, is sufficiently large.) Then if ordery(a) is defined, so also is 
ordery(a). Now suppose that x” is a zero-divisor in gr(9’). Then there must be an 
integer a such that order,(a + t,) < ordery(a). As in the proof of (a), the minimal 
Y-expression for a + t, can involve only { tl , . . . , t,_ 1 }. That is order9 (a + tr) = 
ordery,(a + t,). But ordery,(a) 2 ordery(a), so ordery,(a) 2 orderyS(a + t,), which 
establishes (c). But by part (a) applied to Y’ we see that there is a bound (independent 
of a) on the integers b - a (b 2 a) such that order9,(b) s orderyP(a). (This is clear if 
a is large enough so that there are exactly t,_ 1 elements of ordery, = ordery(a). 
Then check a finite number of low cases.) Take t, > b - a for any such b. Then 
(b) holds. 
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(d) Suppose that xtV is a non-zero-divisor in gr(Y). Then for any integer a 2 t, we 
have xtr * x0 - tr = xa in gr(P’) so order&) = 1 + order&a - t,). Repeatedly sub- 
tracting tl until we get a’ < t, (noting that if a’ < t, then orderY(a’) = order&a’)) yields 
(d). (We use t1 = 1 to guarantee that order& - t,) is defined, so that xa - ‘r E gr(sP).) 
(e) Suppose that ti = 1 and x” is a non-zero-divisor in gr(Y). By the discussion in 
(d), {~“[a < tl} is a k-basis of gr(Y)/x’?gr(Y), with multiplication xaxb = 0 if 
a + b 2 t, or if orderY(a + b) c orderY,(a) + orderY(b), which is just the definit- 
ion of gr’(Y’), i.e. gr(Y)/x’.gr(Y) E gr’(Y). Conversely, suppose that x’r is a 
zero-divisor, with xtr.x’ = 0 in gr(Y). Then a + t, > t, and ~~+~~$x~~gr(Y), but 
X a+tr = 0 in gr’(Y). Clearly {x010 I a < tr} all live in gr(Y)/x”gr(Y), so 
we have dim,gr’(Y) < dimkgr(P’)/x’rgr(Y). In particular we do not have 
gr(.Y)/x’rgr(Y) r gr’(Y). 0 
The integers with given Y-order can be computed recursively. Let Sq be the set of 
non-negative integers with Y-order i. Clearly Y0 = (0) and Y1 = (ti , . . . , t,). If 5@i has 
been determined we can find Yi+ 1 by forming all sums a + b with a E Y1, b E cYi and 
then discarding all integers that have already occurred in uj=, Yj. This algorithm 
can be carried out by hand in small cases, or with a simple computer program. 
Translating all this into the original ring theoretic language we have: 
Remark 4. Let Y = {ti, . . . , t,} with 1 I t1 < ... < t,, and gcd(Y) = 1. Let Y’i be as 
defined above. Let 4 : S = k [xl, . . . ,x,1 + k[x] be defined by $(xi) = ~‘~(1 I i I r). 
LetZ = ker(4),andletJ E R = k[xo,..., x,] be the homogenization of I with respect 
to x0. Note that the projective variety defined by J is the monomial curve with generic 
point (u’r, ttlUtrPtt,, ... , ttr-lUfr--Ir-I, ttr). By Theorem 3(a) {xdl d E Yi] is a basis of 
gr(Y)i, and by Theorem l(c) R/(J, x0) z gr(Y), with x0 a non-zero-divisor in R/J 
since it is the homogenizing variable. Thus the first difference sequence of HRi., is the 
sequence {card Yi}i k e (card meaning cardinality). If t 1 = 1 and t, is large enough so 
that xtV is a nonzero-divisor in gr(sP) (as can be checked by showing that the integer 
a of Theorem 3(c) does not exist), then {x0, x,} is a regular sequence in R/J, and by 
Theorem 3(e) R/(J, x0, x,) z gr’(Y’). Thus the h-vector of R/J is the Hilbert function 
of gr’(Y), which is easily computed since gr’(Y)i has basis {xd10 I d < t, and 
orderYt(d) = i}. This is much simpler than computing HRIJ using Y-orders and then 
taking the difference sequence. 
From now on we will assume that ti = 1. 
Example 5. (a) Let Y’ = { 1,3,4}. Then the nonnegative integers of Y-orders 
0,1,2,3 ,..., respectively, are {0}, { 1,3,4}, {2,5,6,7,8}, {9,10,11,12}, . . . so the Hilbert 
function of gr(Y’) is 1,3, $4 + (4 repeated). We see that if d 2 3 then 
x4:gr(Y’)d + gr(Y’)d+ 1 is an isomorphism. We note that both 2 and 8 have Y’- 
order = 2, so if Y = { 1,3,4,6} then x6 is a zero-divisor in gr(P’), but that if n 2 7, and 
Y = { 1,3,4, n) then by Theorem 3(c) x” is a non-zero-divisor in gr(Y). 
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(b) This example is an elaboration on (a). Let Y’ = { 1,s - l,s}, s 2 4. Then 
dim,gr(Y’)i=2i+lifOIiIs-2andsifi>s-1. 
In order to prove (b), consider the Y-expressions (i) a - 1 + j?.(s) 0 I a + 
pIs-2,withor21and(ii)cl.(s-l)+p.s,OIcrIs-l.Forintegersgivenby(i) 
upon division by s - 1 the quotient is j?, and the remainder is a + p. (Note that since 
tl + b I s - 2, CI + p is a valid remainder.) For integers given by (ii) the quotient is 
2 a + /I and the remainder is I p. Given that a 2 1 in case (i) we see that non- 
negative integers with an expression of type (i) have quotient < remainder, and all 
non-negative integers with quotient < remainder occur. Just take /? = quotient and 
c1 = remainder - quotient. If d is a nonnegative integer with quotient (upon division 
by s - 1) 2 remainder then d = q(s - 1) + I with q 2 r. The Y-expression 
q. (s - 1) + r - 1 can be written r. s + (q - r) . (s - 1) by converting r pairs (s - 1, 1) 
into s. The coefficient of s - 1 can be further reduced if possible by repeatedly 
converting s s - l’s into s - 1 s’s, yielding an expression of type (ii). Thus every 
non-negative integer has a unique Y-expression of either type (i) or type (ii). (Note 
that if s = 4, of the two minimal Y-expressions 3 + 3 + 3 = 4 + 4 + 1 for 9 men- 
tioned previously, the first is of type (ii), and the second is not of type (i) because here 
a + /I = s - 1.). I claim that these are minimal Y-expressions. Integers given by type 
(i) are (by the quotient-remainder argument above) those that do not have any 
Y-expression involving only s - 1 and s. Their minimal Y-expression must involve 
only 1 and s, and the expression given by (i) is a minimal expression involving only 
1 and s since the inequalities defining (i) imply a < s. If d 2 0 has an Y’-expression of 
type (ii), then clearly the given expression is the minimal Y’-expression involving only 
s - 1 and s since we have as few as possible s - 1’s. Suppose d = a. (s - 1) + /? - s, with 
a 5 s - 1 is of type (ii). If a = 0 this Y-expression is obviously minimal. Hence 
assume a > 0. We might also be able to write d = y - 1 + 6 - s and wish to show that 
a + b I y + 6. Of Y-expressions for d of the type y - 1 + 6. s we need consider only 
the one with 6 as large as possible, i.e. S is the quotient upon dividing s into d, and y is 
the remainder. Clearly fi I 6 and by cancelling s’s we can assume that /3 = 0. Then we 
have a.(s - 1) = y +6-s. Rewriting the left-hand side we get 
(s-a).1 +(a-l).s=y+6-s, and since a > 0 we have s - a = y and a - 1 = 6. 
Then y + 6 = s - a + a - 1 = s - 1 and since a IS - 1 we indeed have 
a+Ply+G. 
Now we need only enumerate the elements of a given order i. If i I s - 2 there are 
i elements of type (i) and i + 1 elements of type (ii), making 2i + 1 elements of Y’- 
order i. If i 2 s - 1 there are no elements of type (i) and s elements of type (ii), yielding 
the result. 
Translating into rings as in Remark 4 we obtain: 
Example 6. Let k be any field. Define 4: k[x, y, z, t] + k[x] by 4(x) = x, 4(y) = xsU1, 
4(z) = x’, and 4(t) = x”. Let I:= ker(4) = (x” - t, y - x’-i, z - x’) & k[x,y,z,t], 
n > s 2 4, and let J be the homogenization of I with respect to w. Let 
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A = k [x, y, z, t, WI/J. If n 2 s2 - 3s + 3 then A is a Cohen-Macaulay integral domain 
of dimension two, with regular sequence {w,t}. The h-vector of A is of the form 
1,3,5 )...) 2s - 3,s, s, . . . . s,d,O... (0 I d < s) if n 2 (s - 1)’ and 1,3,5,. . . ,2s - 5, d, 0 
(s - 1 I d < 2s - 3) if sz - 3s + 3 5 n < (s - 1)2. Ifs < n < s2 - 3s + 3, then {w, t> 
is not a regular sequence and A is not Cohen-Macaulay. There is an integer no such 
that if n 2 no then A is a counterexample to the Hibi conjecture. 
In order to prove the above, let Y = (1,s - l,s,nj and 9” = (1, s - 1,s). 
By Remark 4, AHA is the sequence (cardYi}i >e and A is Cohen-Macaulay if an 
integer a as in Theorem 3(c) does not exist. The largest integer d for which there exists 
an integer a with order+@ + d) I order&z) is d = s2 - 3s + 2 (with a = s - 2, of 
order s - 2). Thus if n 2 s2 - 3s + 3 then A is Cohen-Macaulay with regular 
sequence {w, t>. Again as in Remark 4, the second difference of the Hilbert function 
of A is the Hilbert function of gr’(Y), which is as described in the statement of 
the example, with d chosen so that the sum of the integers { 1,3,5, . . . ,d) is n 
(since (~“10 I a < n> is a k-basis of gr’(Y)). Recall that the Hibi conjecture [3] asserts 
that if A is a Cohen-Macaulay standard G-algebra and an integral domain, with 
h-vector (hi}0 s is 6 then (i) ho I hi I .*. 1htS,*~and(ii)h~1hd_iforO1i<L6/2J 
(where L a J denotes the integer part of a). Clearly if we take enough s’s both parts of 
the conjecture will fail. 
Ifs<n<s’-3~+3,theningr(Y),x”killsx”-2 so {w, t> is not a regular sequence 
in A. Since A/(w, t)A g gr(Y)/x”gr(Y) is of finite dimension over k we have that 
(w,t)A is an ideal of height 2 generated by two elements which are not a regular 
sequence, so A cannot be Cohen-Macaulay. Also if s < n < s2 - 3s + 3 then 
H A/WA@ - 2) > n, but HA,WA (d) = n, if d is large enough which shows that HA is not 
twice differentiable, so A again cannot be Cohen-Macaulay. 
Example 7. The simplest case of the above is s = 4. Let A be as in the statement of 
Example 6. Then if n = 18 the h-vector of A is 13 5 4 4 10 so the second part of the 
Hibi conjecture fails for n 2 no = 18. If n = 22 we get h-vector 13 5 444 10, and the 
first part of the Hibi conjecture also fails for n 2 22. We have s2 - 3s + 3 = 7 so if 
n 2 7 A is Cohen-Macaulay. If n = 6 then A/WA z gr(9) (Y = { 1,3,4,6)) has 
Hilbert function 1,4,7,6 + so HA is not twice differentiable. Similarly, for s = 5, 
no = 32. 
We now consider the case of more general) 
Lemma 8. Let Y=(1,t2,...rtr-l) with ti:= 1<t2< ... <t,-i. Let t,=n(t, 
> t,-i) be any integer such that (i) if a -=z n then order&u) I order+(n) and (i’) if 
a > n then order+(u) 2 order9,(n), (ii) if a < t,- 1 then ordery(a) < order&n), (iii) 
n is large enough so that x” is a non-zero-divisor in gr(Y), where Y = Y’v {n}. Let f 
be any polynomial of degree n, and let Vi be the k-subspuce of k[x] dejined by monomials 
of degree < i in x, xt2 , . . ..x'r-l.$ Then Vi bus basis Bi:= (x”f”lO 5 a 5 n - 1 and 
order9(u + nb) 5 i}. 
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Proof. First note that an n satisfying (i) and (i’) need not exist, but will exist if 
{u) ordery,(a) = d} consists of consecutive integers for d large enough, as is the case 
for Example 5(b). Note also that sufficiently large n satisfy (iii), by Theorem 3(b). 
Furthermore, the polynomials (~“‘10 I a I n - 1, b 2 0} are a basis of k[x] since 
there is exactly one polynomial of each degree. Thus any subset of these polynomials 
is linearly independent over k. Note also that if a < n then ordery(a) = order,,(a). The 
theorem will be proved by induction on i, the cases i = 0,l being obvious. Hence 
suppose that i 2 1, and that Vi has the claimed basis Bi. It suffices to prove that 
l/i+1 is spanned by Bi+ 1. This will follow if we show that x”fb E Bi implies 
x’j-xafb E span(Bi+l), (1 <j I r - 1) andf.x”fb E span(Bi+l). But xa-fb+' EBi+l, 
and if a+tj< n then x”.xCtfbEBi+i also. Hence suppose that a + tj 2 n. Then 
g:= x a + ‘j - kf is of degree < n, for some h of degree a + tj - n. We have x”fb E Bi, i.e. 
ordery(u + nb) I i. By Theorem 3(d), which uses (iii), we have order&u) = 
orde&u) I i - b, SO X' E Bi-b. Since u + tj 2 n we have (by (i’)) orderY(u + tj) 2 
orderY,(n). Also 1 + ordery(u) 2 ordery(u + tj). If we define d:= orderY,(n) it fol- 
lows that order9(u) 2 d - 1. Thus i - b 2 d - 1 and i + 1 2 b + d. We have 
xa + ‘jfb = (g f kf)fb. We have g E V, = span(&) (by (i)) so 
gfb E span(&+b) E span(&+ 1). Also (by (ii)) E span(B,_ 1) since h is of degree less 
than tj which is I t,_ 1. Thus /if”’ ’ E span(&+b) E span(Bi+ 1). Altogether we have 
Xa +‘jf’E SpaIl(Bi+l), completing the proof. 0 
Remark 9. If, in the notation of Lemma 8,fis a polynomial of degree n of the form 
f=x”+ CIXtp-l + ... + c,_ 1 xc1 then, with no other hypotheses on Y, the k-subspace 
of k[x] defined by monomials of degree I i in x,xtZ, . . . ,xfr-l, f is equal to the 
k-subspace of k[x] defined by monomials of degree I i in x,xf2, . . . ,xts-l,xn, so 
Lemma 8 is trivial in this case. 
Example 10. Let Y = {l,t, ,..., tr-l, n} satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 8. Let 
f l k[x] be any polynomial of degree n, and let I = (xc2 - x2, . . . ,x’.-~ - x,_ 1, 
f-x,.) E R:=k[x,x*,..., x,] and let J be the homogenization of I with respect o x0. 
ThenA = k[xo,x,x2,... ,x,1/J is a Cohen-Macaulay integral domain of dimension 2, 
with regular sequence {x0, xI), and the Poincare series of A is independent of the 
choice off. The difference sequence of HA is the Hilbert function of gr(9’). 
In particular, we can take Y = { 1, s - 1, s, n}, with n > sz - 2s (so that Lemma 8(ii) 
issatisfied)sr4,sothatifZ=(f-t,y-x”-’, z - x’) and J is the homogenization 
of I with respect to w, then A = k[x, y, z, t, w]/J is Cohen-Macaulay of dimension 
two, with Hilbert function independent off, and A violates the Hibi conjecture if n is 
sufficiently large. 
In order to prove this, define $:k[x,~~,...,x,] + k[x] by 4(x) = x, 4(xi) = xc, 
(2 s i 5 I - 1) and 4(x,) = f, so that I = ker(4). By Theorem l(c), we have 
R/( J, x0) E gr( V), where V is the filtration on k[x] described in Lemma 8. Because of 
the nature of the basis constructed in Lemma 8, we have that f is a non-zero-divisor in 
gr( V), hence x, is a non-zero-divisor in R/( J, x0). The Hilbert function of R/( J, x0) is 
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the same as that of gr(Y) since there is an obvious bijection between the bases in each 
degree of gr( V) and gr(Y). We need then only check that Example 5(b) satisfies the 
hypotheses of Lemma 8, which is clear. 
If we takef= x1’ - x - 1 or xz2 - x - 1, etc. we obtain the counter-examples to 
the Hibi conjecture in [S]. The idea for considering 9 = (1, s - 1, s, n} comes from 
this paper. 
We have seen how to satisfy Lemma 8(iii), and Lemma 8(ii) is readily satisfied. Most 
crucial is Lemma 8(i). Here is a case where (i) fails: 
Example 11 (a) Let S = Q[x, y, t] and I = (x” - t, x3 - y), (Y = {1,3,6}) and 
J E R:= O[x, y, t, w] the homogenization of I with regard to w. Then R/J has 
h-vector 12 2 1. 
(b) Let I = (x6 - x5 - t, x3 - y). Here R/J has h-vector 12 3. 
(c) Let I = (x6 - x2 + x - t,x3 - y). Here R/J has h-vector 122 1. 
These examples were worked out with COCOA Cl]. In terms of the above discussion, 
we have Y’ = { 1,3}, with integers of Y’-orders 0, 1,2,3, . . . given, respectively, by {0}, 
(173) (2,4,6}, (5,799) . . . , and Y = {1,3,6} with integers of Y-orders 
0,1,2,3 ,... given, respectively, by {0), { 1,3,6), {2,4,7,9,12}, {5,8,10,13,15,18} . . . . 
Here Lemma 8(iii) is satisfied, but Lemmas 8(i) and (ii) are not. In particular, 
order&5) > ordery(6) so we expect the Poincart series to change in (b) when we put 
in a term x5. However, order,(2) and order,(l) are both less than or equal to 
orderY,(6) so we expect the Poincare series not to change in (c). 
A final example illustrates what can happen when d, is not large enough for 
Theorem 3(b) to hold: 
Example 12. The ring k[x,y, z, t, w]/J where J is the homogenization of (xas - t, 
y - xs, z - xs+’ ) with respect to w, s 2 a 2 2, has h-vector 1,3,5,...,2a - 1 
a+ l,..., a + 1, - (s - a) (s - a copies of a + 1). The proof is similar to that of 
Example 5(b), and will be omitted. Note that if s > a this family is not Co- 
hen-Macaulay, as the last co-ordinate of the h-vector is negative. 
I have worked out many other examples in addition to those above, and in all cases 
the h-vector of a standard Cohen-Macaulay integral G-algebra turned out to uni- 
modal (i.e. increases to a maximum, and then decreases to zero). The decreasing 
portion can have several constant stretches. In my examples the constant stretch had 
value 2 4. It can be shown that it is not possible to have a constant stretch of l’s, 2’s 
or 3’s (after a decrease) in the h-vector of such a ring. 
If one makes the target of 4 a finite field extension of k one gets a graded integral 
domain of Krull dimension one, of the type considered in [6]. In this case the h-vector 
can have constant stretches with value 2 or 3, as illustrated for example by [7,4.6]. If 
the target of 4 is of Krull dimension > 1 we will obtain the homogeneous coordinate 
ring of projective varieties of dimension > 1. 
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